Abstract

It is difficult to find the hidden information in the educational database system, because of the rapid increase of the student's data. The hidden information from the educational databases can be used for the various predictions like students' performance, offering different career choices to students, prediction of student's enrollment into various courses and many more. This data can be learned incrementally by using instance based or batch based approach. The instance based method is just like an online learning, the system will handle each instance incrementally, the algorithm itself is an updatable, and the knowledge will be updated by every instance in time. In the batch based approach, instances are coming in the batches and will be operated in a bulk, so the processing time requires for it is less as compared to instance based approach and learning new concept is possible when the data is available in a batches. The paper proposes three approaches of incremental learning and compares for handling students data and compares the results of the same.
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